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Contributors 
 

 
Darryl Berger has published a whack of stories in magazines all 

over, and his first collection is called Punishing Ugly Children 

(for the record, this title means a lot of things, none of which 

are about punishing children for their appearance). He’s been a 

graphic designer for . . . oh God, a long time, and he’s drawn 

and painted even longer. He lives in Kingston, Ontario 

(Canada), and can be found at www.red-handed.blogspot.com. 

 

 

 

Allison Campbell in her own words: We have probably met before. I 

was most likely the person who said entertaining or unentertaining 

things. You either laughed or didn’t. We have probably met before. 

You were either bald or on your way there, or fully-haired. If we have 

not met we will meet. I’ll show up or I won’t. You’ll know me. 

 

 

 

 

 

Alf Dahlman is an illustrator. He lives in Queens. He’s from Sweden. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Jim Davis graduated from Knox College (Galesburg, IL) with a degree 

in Studio Art, and is currently pursuing graduate studies in Chicago.  

 

Painting begins in nature, always. Street scenes overtaken by 

suffocating flora, decay at the hands of wind and rain, or 

somewhat indirectly, manual destruction or reclamation—in all 

cases, beauty is seen through the lens of our gritty sensibility, in 

the assumption that behind nature’s chaos, there exists a web of 

interconnectivity—specifically, a web-like infrastructure in which 

the planes of experience are woven. This is where each of Jim 

Davis’s paintings begin—the exploration of a system that 

expresses more than beauty within chaos (think, rose bloom in a 

thorny bramble), but natural chaos as beauty (the bramble—

thorns, buds, and all), and the deliberate irony of the choice term 

chaos, when clearly there is method, obscured only as 

consequence of our limited understanding. A storm approaching 

at the edge of summer dusk, smoke stacks scarring the sky, a 

bold crane picking a bone from the throat of a wolf—Davis’s 
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work aims directly at the web—he strives to examine its existence, as well as the harmonies 

developed in the many planes of its composition. Image, narrative, color, and space 

coalesce within the web to create a familiar experience—one that is attractive and grateful, 

full of opportunity and hope—its composition structured by the world. 

 

The written word appears in many of the included paintings, providing an imperative layer 

of texture to much of the work. His passion for language continues—Davis is a sought-after 

poet. He reads at venues all across the Midwest, he is the founding editor of the North 
Chicago Review (www.northchicagoreview.com), and his work has appeared or is 

forthcoming in After Hours, Blue Mesa Review, Poetry Quarterly, The Ante Review, Chiron 

Review, and Contemporary American Voices, among others. (www.jimdavispoetry.com) 

In addition to the arts, Jim has traveled the world as a highly decorated, international semi-

professional football player—a career that took him from rural Illinois (Knox College, where 

he was a two-time team captain, as well as an NSCA All-American), to the hills of Ireland 

(where he led the Limerick Vikings to two consecutive Shamrock Bowl Championships), to 

the beaches of Spain (where he won a Spanish-League Championship with the Valencia 

Firebats). While these details might seem superfluous, they inform Davis’s painting, which 

owns a strong physical presence in its own right. 

 

P.S. Dean is an MFA candidate in poetry at the University of 

Mississippi. He has attended the Kenyon Review and Squaw 

Valley Writers Conferences. His poems are forthcoming 

in Mary and Burnt Bridge Magazine. Currently, Dean lives 

in Water Valley, Mississippi, with his wife, an artist. 

 

 

Dana De Greff was born and partly raised in Miami and 

partly in West Africa, where she cultivated a love of the 

beach and roasted peanuts. After graduating from college 

in Tallahassee, Florida, she escaped to Spain and spent a 

year teaching English to children and adults, traveling 

much of Europe and hiking over 200 miles on the Camino 

de Santiago. After nursing her blisters, she returned to the 

States to start an MA in creative writing at the University of 

Texas. In the spring of 2011, she graduated and was 

awarded the Fania Kruger Fellowship in Writing and the 

Michael Adams Thesis Prize in Fiction. Currently, she is 

working on a novel. “Spanish Guinea, 1938-1939” is an 

excerpt from that work in progress.  

 

For now, Dana has decided to remain in Austin, where she is currently juggling a 

kaleidoscope of jobs, among them working as a script/article/blog/Squidoo editor, an 

attendant, and an instructor of art and theatre. She also teaches creative writing workshops 

in Spanish through Badgerdog, a non-profit education and publication group in the area. 

Every week she meets with three bilingual fourth grade classes, and the poetry and prose of 

her students continue to amaze her.  

 

When she is not working or writing, Dana can be found outside enjoying the sun and 

wishing she was near a beach, or dancing Argentine Tango.  
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Nandini Dhar likes to think of herself as a bilingual 

writer who is equally fluent in her native Bangla and in 

Thomas Babington Macaulay's gift to the Indian 

subcontinent, English. But the truth is, she still makes 

grammatical errors when writing in the latter, and is 

secretly glad that it makes her a bit less of a 

postcolonial hybrid. A small-time academic apprentice 

in a big public university in the Southwestern United 

States, Nandini sometimes uses the term “academic 

proletariat” to describe herself. When she is not 

teaching or yapping on “de diss,” you will find Nandini drinking copious amounts of coffee 

(and never tea) in one of the hole-in-the-wall coffee shops near campus. Although, as a rule 

of thumb, she avoids coffee shops in her native Kolkata—they're too damn expensive. 

Besides, she believes in keeping the evergreen Indian Coffee House alive, where black coffee 

bears the mysterious imprimatur infusion. 

 

These are the adjectives often used to describe Nandini by others: intellectual flaneur, 
fashionably political, cantankerous, judgmental, hyper-critical. Nandini would tend to agree 

with a nod and a modest smile, and would add unable to read texts, see films, or view 
paintings without pointing out the social history buried in their contexts and how 
“ideologically problematic” each work happens to be. Doesn’t much believe in the autonomy 
of aesthetics, language or artistic forms, or in the separation of the "political," "aesthetic," 
and "personal." But does tend to believe form defines content. 
 

 
John Fischer is a Brooklyn-based writer and marketing consultant. A 

2004 graduate of Vassar College with a BA in music composition, he 

has since commuted to Disney World, attended the Sturgis® 

Motorcycle Rally, and toured the various convenience store chains 

of the Tri-State area on thin professional pretenses. His work has 

appeared in PANK, The New York Observer, and the Random House 

anthology Twentysomething Essays by Twentysomething Writers. 

 

 

 

 
Nathan Holic teaches writing courses at the University of Central Florida, 

always stressing the fundamentals of "literary fiction" to his students: 

strong characterization, complex themes, resonant visuals, plots driven 

not by formula but by the motivations of the characters. That sort of 

thing. And yet he routinely spends money on terrible horror DVDs, the 

most recent of which—C.H.U.D. Part Two, Demonwarp, and Rawhead 
Rex—are embarrassing to reveal. Even his dog, a friendly and easily 

amused Labrador Retriever named Barney, has enough taste to leave the 

room when Holic pops the latest Netflix arrival into the DVD player. 

 

 

 
 

Don Judson in his own words: After five years in the Florida prison system, I attended the 

MFA program at Brown University. My writing has since won a Bobst Emerging Writer 

Award from NYU Press, a MacCol Johnson Fellowship, and a 49th Parallel Award. 

Publications Include The Bellingham Review, 580 Split, Central Park, Witness, and Rhino. 

The editor asked why I write, and I say, “Good question. Whoever knows that?” I’d guess 

that we attempt to give some little shape to life. Then it becomes what we do, which is a way 

of saying “who we are.” 
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Ray Keifetz in his own words: I wrote my first short story at the 

age of fifteen in a high school English class. We were asked to 

write a paragraph on what scared us. Instead, I handed in a blank 

sheet of paper and stayed up all night writing twelve pages about 

a snow leopard and what scared it. The teacher praised the story 

and failed me on the assignment. And that pretty much sums up 

my career ever since.  

 

Along the way my poems and stories have appeared in small literary 

journals, among others The Bitter Oleander, Clackamas Literary 
Review, Other Voices, Night Train, and Skidrow Penthouse. 

 

My resume decidedly hearkens back to those pre-MFA days when dust covers all seemed to 

read, “Author X has been a rodeo cowboy, bouncer, soldier of fortune . . .” or in my case, 

cabinetmaker, taxi driver, wine salesman, fry cook . . . which is to say: writer. 
 

Agustin Martinez is a former high school principal, 

English teacher, and translator living in the DC metro 

area. He grew up in Miami, Florida, raised in a 

bilingual Cuban-American home and born of parents 

who fled Cuba in the 1960s. Having worked with 

students in Miami who arrived daily from Cuba and 

having family currently living in Cuba, he believes he 

has a unique experience that gives his writing a 

timely, meaningful, and realistic voice.  

 

While a translator and managing editor, he published The Multicultural Spanish Dictionary: 
How Everyday Spanish Differs from Country to Country, currently available in its 2nd edition. 

His one-act play, “Blasphemous Rumours,” was produced at the Florida International University 

Theatre (Miami), and his 10-minute play, “Ham and Eggs,” was produced at the Silver Spring 

Stage One-Act Festival (Silver Spring, MD). This latter play was also a finalist at the Actors 

Theatre of Louisville 10-minute play competition.  

 

Several of his short stories, of which a few are excerpts from his unpublished novel, have appeared 

in Arcadia Literary Journal, The Binnacle, 34th Parallel Magazine, and Hinchas de Poesia.  
 

 
Dustin Michael is in the midst of writing a collection of personal essays 

about travel and place, although his heart will always be in the comics. 

He learned to appreciate good drawing and writing in his hometown of 

Cape Girardeau, Missouri, a place where talented mentors and 

interesting local characters abound. Presently, Michael's ideas take 

shape on napkins and bar coasters in Savannah, Georgia, which has its 

share of interesting local characters as well.  

 

Jacob Oet grew up in Chatham, New Jersey. He ran away from his 

Russian nanny. The woods swallowed him. He has been lost ever 

since. Student by choice, Jacob Oet is never sure which language 

he speaks. You may spot him in a park, forest, or beach, with 

planted feet, arms stretched up and shaking in a breeze. But don’t 

let him see you; he likes to sing to strangers. He takes photos of 

snow, and hates winter. 
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Connie Post served as the first Poet Laureate of Livermore, 

California, from 2005—June 2009. Her work has appeared 

in The Aurorean, Calyx, Kalliope, Blue Fifth Review, Cold 
Mountain Review, Chiron Review, Crab Creek Review, 
Comstock Review, Karamu, DMQ Review, Dogwood, The 
Great American Poetry Show, The Pedestal Magazine, and 
The Toronto Quarterly. She won the 2009 Caesura Poetry 

Award and the 2009 Cover Prize for The Dirty Napkin.  

 

Connie is a community poet. As the first Poet Laureate of Livermore, she immersed herself 

in creating two reading series and working with the youth. She now runs a popular reading 

series in Crockett, California. The Valona Deli Poetry Series has being going for twelve years 

strong. Connie believes firmly in developing and nurturing a community of poets in the San 

Francisco Bay Area. She has an adult son with severe autism and has been an advocate and 

speaker on the subject for years.   

 

Bertha Rogers was born in Illinois and raised on a farm in 

northeast Iowa. Her poems have been published in literary 

magazines and journals, including Barrow Street, Connecticut 
Review, Nimrod, The MacGuffin, Karamu, and others as well 

as several collections, including Heart Turned Back (Salmon 

Poetry Publishing, Ireland, 2010). Her translation of the Anglo-

Saxon epic Beowulf was published in 2000, and her translation 

of the Anglo-Saxon riddle poems from the Exeter Book, 
Uncommon Creatures, Singing Things, is forthcoming from 

Birch Brook Press. Her poem suite, "Three for Summer’s 

End," was set to music by composer Jamie Keesecker and 

performed at the MacDowell Colony/Monadnock Music for 

the Mountains Festival in New Hampshire in 2010. She is the founding executive director of 

Bright Hill Press/Bright Hill Literary Center (http://www.brighthillpress.org) and director 

of the NYS Literary website (http://nyslittree.org).  

 

Rod Rosenquist grew up in the distant suburbs of Portland, 

Oregon, in a house on a hill covered with forest where he 

sometimes pretended to be a soldier. Now he lives in England 

with his wife and two kids and teaches English majors about 

writers and writing. He has published an academic book and 

several articles, but his fiction is only beginning to appear, 

including a story in Prick of the Spindle. 

 

Tony Ruzicka was born in Springfield, Missouri. Like his six 

siblings, he worked in a movie theater as soon as he could. 

When his brother would come home from work, often he 

would bring trash bags full of popcorn. Other nights, Tony 

would detain his sibling’s work uniform in order to huff the 

theater smell. He would make an oversized bowl of popcorn 

nearly every day after school and eat it entirely himself. 

Often without realizing it, he is at the stove waiting for 

popping. Among the contributions that have sustained his 

existence, popcorn is counted in the highest stratum.  So is 

poetry. He lives and writes in Missoula, Montana. 
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and his wife, Seema. 

 
 
 
Mel Schorin was born in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and 

started writing poems in the 1990s on Cape Cod. He 

has written about spiders, pigeons, potatoes, and the 

moon. Raccoon Sympathy (Inman Street Press, 1999) 

is a book of poems about driving and the animals he 

met on the road. 

 

 

 

 
 

Maheshwar Sinha has had paintings exhibited frequently in 

India. They are widely published in international literary 

journals. He is a self-taught artist, besides, and his fifty short 

stories and novel are published in Hindi, and some works 

have come out in English, too, including his novella Tales of 
Mr. Dhenchu-Panchu (AEG-NY, 2008). He has a keen 

interest in sculpture, medicine, yoga, and sports, and works 

for C.G. Government as an Excise Inspector, living in 

Jagdalpur (Bastar) with his two daughters, Anjali and Shruti,  

 

 

 

 

J.D. Smith still thinks of himself as an underdog in the literary 

world because he is a first-generation college student originally 

from Aurora, Illinois, and employed outside of academia. He 

doesn't have an MFA, either, because his writing program awarded 

only the MA when he graduated many years ago. As luck would 

have it, the F was added the following year, but he has since 

decided it would be a bad play to go back to school for one letter. At 

this point he looks forward to retiring as soon as possible and 

turning full-time to writing. Patrons are welcome to apply to make 

that possible, as long as they don't expect any indecent quid pro 

quo.  

  

In the meantime, he has published two collections of poetry, The 
Hypothetical Landscape (Quarterly Review of Literature Poetry 

Series, 1999) and Settling for Beauty (Cherry Grove Collections, 

2005). He was awarded a Fellowship in Poetry from the National Endowment for the Arts in 

2007. His third collection, Labor Day at Venice Beach, is forthcoming from Cherry Grove 

Collections in 2012. Smith's work in other genres includes the children's book The Best Mariachi 
in the World, published in Spanish and English editions in 2008 by Raven Tree Press. His essay 

collection, Dowsing and Science, has recently been published by Texas Review Press, named 

by The Huffington Post as one of the United States' "top fifteen feisty small presses.” His one-act 

play "Dig," produced in London in 2010, has been adapted for film and was screened at film 

festivals in 2011 and will be throughout 2012. He provides periodic updates at http://

jdsmithwriter.blogspot.com. 
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Anna Lowe Weber is originally from Louisiana and fell in love with 

poetry while attending college in the South Carolina lowcountry. 

Since then, she’s moved to colder and colder climates in search of 

poetic inspiration, only to realize how much she misses the sun. She 

currently spends her days in Altoona, Pennsylvania, where she 

writes, teaches, and plots her imminent return to the South—

husband and dogs in hand. Her work has appeared or is forthcoming 

in the Iowa Review, Colorado Review, and Linebreak.  

 

 
 

 
 
Jessica Young currently holds a Zell Fellowship in poetry. 

She wants her writing to explore the grain, rather than 

go against it. Raised with the mantra, “Some say why, some 

say why not," Jessica examined jazz and verse at MIT, and 

then physics, math, and loss in the MFA program at the 

University of Michigan. She is willing to try any fruit or 

cheese. 

 

 

 


